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A PALEY-WIENER theorem for

LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS

BY

GUNAR E. LIEPINS

ABSTRACT.   Extending the Paley-Wiener theorem to locally compact

Abelian groups involves both finding a suitable Laplace transform and a suitable

analogue for analytic functions.   The Laplace transform is defined in terms of

complex characters, and differentiability is defined with use of one-parameter

subgroups.   The resulting theorem is much as conjectured by Mackey [7],( )

the major differences being that the theorem is very much an L   theorem and

that the problem exhibits a surprising finite dimensional nature.

Definitions.

Definition 1.   Let G be a locally compact Abelian group.  Then a complex

character z on G is a continuous, nonzero, complex valued homomorphism.

It is clear that every complex character z has a polar decomposition z = xy,

where x is a continuous positive valued homorphism, henceforth called a real char-

acter, and y is a unitary character in the sense of Pontrjagin [10].

Conversely, it is clear that a real character x and a unitary character y deter-

mine a complex character by z = xy.

Definition 2.   Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. A continuous

homomorphism r from G into the additive reals R is called a linear functional

The set of linear functionals on G will be called G#, and the topology of G* will

be understood to be the compact-open topology induced by G.

It is obvious that for any real character x, log x is a linear functional, and

conversely, for any linear functional r, exp r is a real character. Thus there exists

a bijection between the real characters and the linear functionals, and by abuse of

notation, we shall call both the real character x and its associated linear functional

by the symbol x.
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To every x E G*, and every u G F, we can associate a function tyxiu)i • )

taking an element t EG into the complex number exp(i'«x(r)).  It is immediate

that iixiu)i • ) determines a unitary character and that the map \px: R —► G*

defined by i¡*xiu) = ¡¡Jxiu)i " ) is a one-parameter subgroup of the character group

G* (where G* has the compact-open topology).

Lemma 1  [11, p. 12]. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and G*

the space of linear functionals on G, and G* the character group of G.   Then G#

can be identified with the one-parameter subgroups of G*.

If x is a linear functional, t EG and « is a real number, then xit) will de-

note the value at t of*, and x[u] will denote the element of G* assigned to « by

the one-parameter subgroup associated with x. Noting that (xj + x2)[uJ =

*i ["]*2 ["] an<* (Mi*)["] = x[uxu], where x, xv x2 are linear functionals and

u, ut are real numbers, we can conclude that the set of linear functionals can be

considered to be a real vector space. The question about the existence of func-

tionals is answered by the following

Lemma 2 [7, p. 157], [4, pp. 378-380]. Let G be a locally compact

Abelian group, G* its character group.   Then the following statements about G

and G* are equivalent.

(i) For each t in G distinct from 0, there exists a real character x with

*(r)#l.

(ii) For each t in G distinct from 0, there exists a functional x with xit)

¥=0.

(iii)  77ie union of the images of all one-parameter subgroups of G* is dense

inG*.

(iv) G* is connected.

(v) G is the direct product of a discrete torsion free group D and the

additive group of an n-dimensional vector space V.

Corollary 2.1.   Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, and N the

subgroup of G on which all x EG* vanish identically; then G/N is isomorphic to

D® Vinotation of Lemma 2).

To facilitate later calculations certain additional facts about the space G*

are useful.

Lemma 3.   Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and N as in Corollary

2.1. 77ren G* can be imbedded in iG/N)#.

Proof. Let / be the natural quotient map, i: G —*■ G/N. For t E G, the

equality x(i(r)) = xit) defines an isomorphism between x e (G//V)# and x EG*

[8, p. 27].   D
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Lemma 4.   Let G,, G2 be two locally compact Abelian groups with linear

functional spaces G* G* respectively.   Then Gf x G2 is isomorphic with

(G,©G2)#.

Proof.  Let x¡ E G*. Then the map 6 taking the pair (xx, x2) to xx ©

x2 E (Gj © G2)#, defined by xx © x2(tx © r2) = xx(tx) + x2(f2), is a vector

space isomorphism of G* x G* with its image in (Gx © G2)#. Now let x be any

element of (G, © G2)#. Define xt E Gf by x^f) = x(t, 0) and x2 e Gf by

x2(f) = x(0, t). Hence 0 is an isomorphism onto (Gx © G2)#.   D

Laplace transforms. The L2 Laplace transform of a suitably restricted func-

tion / is defined by replacing the unitary characters of the Fourier transform by

the complex characters previously described.  In view of our earlier remarks we

write

(*) fD(x, y) = SG At) expWOXy. i> dp(t)

where y E G*, xEG* and dp is the Haar measure, and the integral is defined at

least for/S CC(G) (continuous functions with compact support).

Lemma 5.  Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and f be any square

integrable function onG(fE L2(G)).  The set Uf of all xEG* for which

f exp x is square integrable is a convex subset of G* which contains the zero

element.

Proof.   Let xv x2 E Uf. Let Gx = {tE G: xx(t) >x2(t)}, G2 = G ~ Gx.

Let x3 = oa, + (1 - a)x2 for 0 < a < 1. On G¡,

I/CO exp(x3(0)l2 < l/CO expix/O)!2,

and hence x3 E Uf.   D

Definition 3.  A function / 6 L2(G) for which Uf contains a neighborhood

U of 0 in G* is defined to be strongly L2 and is denoted / G SL2(G).

Remarks,  (i) SL2(G) is a linear space.

(if) If x belongs to the interior of Uf for fE SL2(G) and x, is an element

of G*, then there exists some «0 > 0 such that 0 < u < u0 implies x ± uxx be-

longs to the interior of Uf.

Definition 4.   If fE SL2(G) then the function /° defined on Uf x G*

by (*) will be called the L2 Laplace transform off. (The definition is to be in-

terpreted in the L2 sense and fa can be considered as the limit as « —► °° of

f°(x, y) with/,, e CC(G) and/„ -*/in L2(G).)

Example 1. Let G = Z, the group of integers with the discrete topology.
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Then Z# = R and each element x EZ# can be identified with a positive real r by

the expression x = log r.   The element 0 E Z* = T can be identified with a real

number 0, 0 < 0 < 1.  For fE 5¿2(Z), and by obvious abuse of notation we have

fD(r, 6)=Zfin)rne2"in6.
— oo

Hence the ¿2 Laplace transform yields a formal Laurent series. It is not hard to

see that the Laurent series actually converges absolutely for x E int(£¿) and thus

defines an analytic function on the interior of the annulus determined by Uy x T.

Example 2. Let G = R, the reals with the usual topology. Then R# = R

and HfESL2iR) then fE ¿'(/?) and its L2 Laplace transform is the usual im-

proper integral which defines an analytic function on U x R where U is an open

subset of Uy.

Differentiation.  Partial differentiation of functions is introduced using one-

parameter subgroups.   If / is a function defined on G* and if x E G#, the

directional derivative fx of / at v with respect to x may be defined as

Hmu^.0ifiyx[u]) -fiy))/u whenever this limit exists.

Similarly if F is defined on G* x G*, we can speak of the directional deri-

vative F,x   y } of F at (x, y) with respect to (xv yx) EG# x G# by defining

M F(x,,v, )(*> y) - Um (Fix + uxv yy1 [u]) - Fix, y))[u
11 u-*0

when this limit exists.  Functions which satisfy (1) for all pairs (xv yx) shall be

called differentiable.  Given a real number r and scalar multiplication rixx, yx) =

irxx, ryx), it is clear that Fr'XXtyx) = rF'xx,yxy *n tnis sense a differentiable

function is real homogeneous. Now G* x G# can be converted into a complex

vector space by defining (« + iv)ixx, yx) = iuxx - vyx, uyx + vxx). However,

it is not always true that if the limit (1) exists that equality (2) holds.

& Fíu+ivKxx,yx) = iu+ñ)F(xx,yxy

Functions which satisfy (2) will be called complex homogeneous.

Definition 5.   A function F on G* x G* is analytic I if it is differentiable

at all (x, y)EG# x G*, complex homogeneous and continuous, with continuous

directional derivatives.

Remark.   If G = R, then G# = G* = R and if we identify G* x G* with

the complex plane C, then F is analytic I on G* x G* iff F is analytic in the

classical sense (per Cauchy).

More generally if G = R", then G# = G* = R" and if x, y are a pair of

vectors such that jc + y = z = (1 +/",..., 1 + i) and n,x = i or 1, but not both,

for each projection n-, then the complex homogeneity condition implies

(3/3* + id/dy)F = 0.
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It is also worthwhile to note that when dealing with groups satisfying

Lemma 2, a function F which is analytic I on G# x G* automatically has contin-

uous directional derivatives in a "dense set of directions".

Although analytic I functions have an inherent attractiveness, being in some

sense the simplest generalizations of analytic functions, the Paley-Wiener problem

is an L2 problem and the related notion of analytic II functions must be intro-

duced.  (In the Appendix to our paper, it is shown that in general there is no

reasonable condition which can be placed on fESL2(G) to insure that/    is

analytic I.)

Definition 6.   Let U be a subset of G*. If F is defined on U x G*, then

F E L2(U x G*) iff for every xEU, F(x, y) E L2(G*).

Definition 7.   A function F E L2(U x G*) is continuous II iff

\\F(x,y)W2 = (fGJF(x,yyx)\2 dpKyx)f

is jointly continuous, where dp is the normalized Haar measure on G*.

Definition 8.  Let U be an open set of G#. Then F E L2(U x G*) is

differentiable II at (x, y)EU x G* iff limu_0 F(x + uxx, yyx [u] - F(x, y))/u

exists as an L2 function (in the sense of Definition 6) for all (x,, yx) E G* x G#.

Definition 9.   Let U be an open set of G#. Then F E L2(U x G*) is

analytic II in U x G* iff F is differentiable II at each (x, y) E U x G*, complex

homogeneous, and continuous II, and the directional derivatives are continuous II.

Definition 10.   For T any measurable set of G*, with 0 < p(T) < °° and

FEL2(U x G*) define

Fjix,y)= fTF(x,yyl)dp.(y1).

Lemma 6.   Let U CG* be open and F analytic II on U x G*, and T as

above.   Then FT is jointly continuous.

Lemma 7.   If F is analytic lion U x G*, then (F,x       .)T = (FT\X ¡y y

Proof.   By definition there exists a family {H(xx, yx, u, x)(y)} of L2

functions on G* such that

(Fix + uxx, yyx [u])-F(x, y))/u = H(xv yx, u, x)(y) + F^^x, y)

with the additional property that limu_M)ll//(x1, yx, u, x)ll2 = 0. Now (Fx      )T

= (FT\xx,yx)is equivalent to

Ít f<* i -y i >(*o*y^ dß^

= Ä h[H(xi' *• "• ̂ oXvo) + E(xx,yxp0. y0y)} dp(y)

for all pairs (x0, y0). This is immediate.   D
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Corollary 7.1.   If F is analytic Hon U x G* and 0 < pÇT) < °° then

FT is analytic l on U x G*.

For technical reasons, relating to the inverse Fourier transform, we make

the following definition and prove an additional lemma.

Definition 11.   For x E G* y EG* and r a fixed element of G, define

Etix,y) = expi-xit))(y-1, t).

Lemma 8.   If F is analytic lion U x G* and supxe v llF(x, y)\\2 <M for

some M, then FE* is analytic II on U x G* for all t EG, and

(FE%l,yi) = FíXl,yl)Et + FEí*l,yO

iequality to be interpreted in the L2 sense of Definition 7).

Proof.  That FE* E L2ifJ x G*) is a trivial result. Analyticity II is proven

in several steps. First the given equality is checked. The triangle inequality yields:

*iFE%vyx)ix' y) - Foc^yB't*' y)+FEixvyx)ix> y)]h

< Um ll([F(x + uxx, yyx [u]) - Fix, y)]¡u)
u-»0

(3) * E\x + uxx, yyx [u] )~F(Xi ^^'ix, yß2

+ üm ll(F(x, y)[E'(?c + uxx, yyx [u]) - E\x, y)]ju)
«-►o

-FElx1#o<x>y)i2-

Using the error function Hixv yv u, x)iy), the definition of E*, the equality

ElvyiP'y) = £t(Xl 'X-C*i(0 + M0&

and the triangle equality, we see that for the sum (3),

(3) < lim IF{        tfix, yje^[-uixxit) + iyxit))] - l)ll2
u-*0 1"'I/

+ Um ll¿f(x, v)exp[-«(*!(r) + iyxit))]Hixx, yv u, x)iy)\\2

+ Um WFE'ix, y)[iexp[-uixxit) + i>x(r))] - 1)/«
«-►o

+ (^i(0 + i>i(0)]ll2-

Now the properties of the error function H along with dominated convergence,

allow us to conclude that this last sum converges to zero, and this proves the

stated equaUty.
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Complex homogeneity follows easily from the functional equality in the

statement of the lemma. It only remains to verify continuity II of FE* and the

directional derivatives. Continuity of FE* follows from the triangle inequality

and the choice of neighborhoods Nx, N2 and A3 at a point (x0, y0) EU x G*,

defined as follows.  Let

A, = {(x, y) E U x G*: |exp(-x(0) - exp(-x0(f))| < e/3M}

(for the t E G used in the definition of E{ and the M of Lemma 8). Let

N2 = {(x, v) E U x G*: \{y~\ t) - O'rJ1, t)\ < e exp(-x0(t))l3M}.

Let

N3 = {(x, y) E U x G*: llF(x, y) - F(x0, v0)H2 < e exp(-x0(0)/3.

Then for (x, y)ENxnN2n N3, WFE^x, y) - FEt(xQ, y0)\\2 < e. Continuity

II of the directional derivatives follows similarly.   D

Corollary 9.1. If F is analytic lion U x G*, then (FE*)T is analytic I

on K x G*, where K is a compact subset of U.

Study of D.  To be able to estimate the magnitude of certain integrals, it

is important to know that neither G nor G* is too large. Specifically, if G is

generated by the support of a strongly L2, function, then G* is finite dimensional

(as a real vector space). This in turn imposes conditions on the size of G.   Since

R" is already finite dimensional, in this section we restrict our attention to D and

D* (notation of Lemma 2).

Definition 12.   For t E G define [t] = {sEG: x(s) = astx(t) Vx EG*},

where ast depends only on s and t.

Lemma 9.   For each t EG, [t] is a subgroup of G.

Lemma 10.   Let D be a torsion-free discrete group.  Then there exists a

family S of elements ofD, such that D can be expressed as the weak direct prod-

uct of the [tK] ,txES (notation due to Hewitt and Ross [4] ).  We write this

as/)«n|[rj.

Proof.  The lemma follows by an immediate application of Zorn's

lemma.   D

Lemma 11.   Let S be as above.  Given any set {ax} of real numbers with

X E \S\, there exists a linear functional x ED* such that x(rA) = ax.

Proof.  For each txES define xx E D* by xx(tx) = ax, xx(tT) = 0,

t # X. The linear extension determines a unique linear functional xx. Set
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xit) = Hsx^it).  The sum is well defined since it is actually finite for every t E

D, and jc is the required functional.   D

Definition 13.   Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and / a func-

tion on G. Define G y to be the subgroup of G generated by the support of/

Definition 14.   Let G be a locally compact Abelian group.  G is finite

dimensional iff G# is a finite dimensional vector space.

Lemma 12.   Let D be a discrete torsion-free Abelian group, and f E S¿2(¿>).

Then Dy is finite dimensional

Proof.   To prove this lemma, S is chosen as in Lemma 10, and 0 is chosen

to be the isomorphism of D onto its weak direct product representation n|[r^].

Let 7rx be the projection from n|[rx] onto [rx].  It then follows that it\4>\pif)

is identically zero except for finitely many X, and hence a set {tx,. . . , tn} C S

can be chosen such that Dy can be isomorphicaUy imbedded in [tx] © • • • © [tn].

If this were not so, then Dy could not be imbedded in a finite direct product as

above. We could then form an infinite chain of sets, N¡ii= 1,. . . ) of elements

of A N¡ = {tx,.... t¡}, t¡ E S, such that for every t¡ there exists r(i) E [t¡]

with fitii)) = at & 0 and furthermore Dy cannot be embedded in n^.[rx] for

any finite /. Since ¿>* has the compact-open topology, there exists an integer n

such that x(Nn) = 0 impUes that x EUy (Lemma 5). We can define x E D# by

xit¡) = 0 for i = 1,... , n;xitin + 0) - 1/«,; and x(rx) = 0 for X £ (Jf^i- Ex"

tending Unearly, we define x uniquely, and it is immediate that xEUy. However,

X \fit) exp x(r)|2 > £ \fit) exp x(r)|2
D Dy

> üm   ¿Z    i/rr(0M'(0)l2 = -,
n-~ i=l,...,n

yielding a contradiction.   D

Corollary 12.1. D*\D  and Dy are both finite dimensional, and more-

over, D*\Df = D*.

Direct theorem. We shaU now prove that the ¿2 Laplace transform of a

function fE 5¿2(G) is an analytic II function.  Our main tool is the dominated

convergence theorem in conjunction with our earlier remarks that the support of

/is finite dimensional.

Definition 15. A function F on U x G* is uniformly ¿2 on U if

sup^gfyll/^x, >>)ll2 is bounded.

Theorem 1. If G is a locally compact Abelian group and if fESL2iG)

then the L2 Laplace transform
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f°(x, y) = fGM exp(x(l)X7, t) dp(t)

(where dp is the Haar measure on G), is analytic II on the interior of Uf x G*

and is uniformly L2 on any compact subset K of Uf. Moreover

<4>       '8x*i>k y) = fGKt) exp*WM0 + friCOX* '>dp(t).

In both the above formulas the equality is understood in the L2 sense.

Proof.  Formally we write

F(.xx,yxfi' yS> = fGM exp xW(xx(t) + ly.iOXj. t) dp(t),

and verify that F,x      fa, y) is square integrable (with respect to y E G*) for

any fixed x in the interior of Uf. By Plancherel's theorem it suffices to show

x,/exp x and yxfexp x are square integrable over G.  Set Gx = {t E G: xx(t)

>0} and G2 = G~Gj.

Choose u > 0 sufficiently small so that x ± uxx belongs to int(Uf) (the

interior of U¡). On Gx, |(/exp x)«x, | < |/exp(x + uxx)\ and on G2,

K/expx)«xx| < |/exp(x -ux,)|. The square integrability of the right-hand

terms proves that Xj/exp x E L2(G). A similar argument shows thatyxfexp x

EL2(G).

Next we show that the difference quotient

fD(x+uxi,yyl[u])-fD(x,y))lu

tends to F,x      )(x, v) in the L2 norm. Again by Plancherel's theorem we fix

x E int(LQ and look at

Ihn (fo |(/exp x)[(xx + i>,) - (exp(«x1 + iuyx) - 1)/«]|2 dp(t)J  .

By use of the mean value theorem our formula becomes

Urn ( f |(/exp x)(xj + i>,Xl - exp «*(iX*i + i>,))|2 dp(t))

where for every t E G, 0 < u*(t) < u. Dominated convergence yields the re-

quired results. Complex homogeneity follows from equation (4).

We now turn to showing that fD (x, y) is continuous II. Choose x0 in

int Uf. Then by Plancherel's theorem we see

H/D(*o. y0) ~/D(*. y)h = "Aexp x0 - exp xiy^y, t))\\2

< »(1 - <yö V. t))f exp x0 ll2 + ll/(exp x0 - exp x)ll2.

Since G* has the compact-open topology and the measure on G is regular,

and |1 - (yo1.)', t)\ < 2, we see that there exists compact K CG such that both

the expressions
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¿1(1 - 0>o"V t))fit) exp *0(r)|2 dpit)
and

J. Ml-<yôl,t))fit)expx0it)\2dpit)
>G~K

are arbitrarily smaU for>> sufficiently close to yQ. Thus the first summand in (5)

tends to zero.

To show that the second summand becomes smaU as x converges to jc0, we

use the equaUty [6, pp. 130-132]

fc\fit) exp x(r)|2 dm = fG/NfN\Ars) exp *(«)|2 dpir) dpis)

= SRneD JVIA") exp xirs)\2 dpir) dpis)

where dpir) and dpis) are the Haar measures on the groups N and G/N respective-

ly. We can imbed the group Rn © Dyinto the group [tx] © • • • © [tn] © [tn+1]

© • • • © [r„+m] where each [t¡],i= 1,..., n, is naturaUy isomorphic to the

copies of R in Rn, under the identification t¡ ~ e¡, where {e;} is the natural basis

for /?", and [rn + 1] © • • • © [r„+m] is the decomposition associated to Dy as

per Lemma 10. Define [rf]+ = {t E [t¡] : att. > 0} and [t¡] ~ = {t E [t(] : att¡

< 0}.  Let 7 be a function from {1,. . . , n + m} to {+,-}.  For any such 7,

there exists xy E G* with xyit) > 0 for t E Qy, where Qy is the quadrant

ICÍ" [r/]7(/), xyit{) # 0 for i = 1,. . ., n + m and (>0 + xy) E int^). Hence

by dominated convergence, there exists 8y > 0 such that on Qy,

if exp jc0(1 - exp 8yXy)\\2 < e/2n+w.

(The ¿2 norm is taken only over Qy.) Set 5 = min7>/|57*7(f/)|. For x ENX   =

{x E G#: \xit¡)\ < 5, 1 = 0,... , n + m} we can conclude Wfiexp x0 -

exp(x0 + x))\\2 < e. This proves continuity II. The fact that WFXx, y)W2 is

uniformly bounded on K x G*, where K is a compact subset of intiUy), foUows

immediately.

Continuity II of the directional derivatives is proved similarly.   D

Converse for Rn. Theorem 1 contains the statement of one direction of the

Paley-Wiener theorem for locaUy compact Abelian groups. The converse statement

will be proved in the foUowing .sections by first proving the results for special

groups and then "glueing" the results together.

The first important locaUy compact group that will be considered is R".

For this group, numerous proofs of the Paley-Wiener theorem have appeared: see
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Yoshida [16], Stein and Weiss [14], or Donoghue [1]. However, the proof that

is most easily reformulated to include the concept of analyticity II is the proof

that appears in Rudin [12, p. 368]. The full details of the reformulation will not

be given here. The theorem will be stated and a few arguments indicated.

Theorem 2. Let G - R", U be an open set of G* = Rn and F be analytic

UonUxG* = U x R".   Then there exists an fESL2(Rn) with UfDU such

that fD(x, y) = F(x, y) in the L2 sense.

Proof.  Heuristically, we write fit) = fRnF(x, y)Ef(x, y) dp(y) with dp the

Lebesgue measure on Rn, and observe that if /is well defined (as an L2 function)

then fE L2(R") and /exp x E L2(Rn). Thus the crux of the proof is to show

that the definition of/is independent of x EU.  If xx and x2 are any two points

of U, then there exists a compact set K C U with 0, xx, x2 all belonging to K.

Thus it suffices to show that / defined with respect to x E K is equal to / defined

with respect to 0 E K. The major departure from Rudin's proof is the two-fold

use of a diagonal argument.   D

Analysis of F(x, y) on D. It was shown previously that if fE SL2(D),

where D is a discrete torsion-free Abelian group, then D* is a finite dimensional

group, and fa is actually a function of a coset space. More specifically, if Dj is

imbedded in [tx]® • • • ® [tn], then /° is a function of the coset space

D*/N(tx) n-'Ct N(tn) x D*¡I(tx) n---n I(tn) where N(t¡) is defined to be

the set {x E D*: x[t¡] = 0} and I(t¡) is the set {y ED*: y[t¡] =1}. That fa is

a function on cosets can be expressed in still another way, which will depend on

the following facts:

(0 z)*nj[fj.
(h) x ED* can be written as S^x^ where xjr^i - x|Irxj and x|,f j

= 0.

(hi) y ED* can be written as n,,^ whereyx\[tx] =^l[fX] and^\l[rT]
= 1.

(iv) If F is a function on D* x £>*, then F(x, y) can be written as

F(xx,. . . ; y !,... ) (where both x = (x,,. . . ) and y = (yx,. . .) may have

uncountable many coordinates).

Remark.   The natures of the functional xx and the character vx are differ-

ent insofar as xx is uniquely determined by any nonzero value x^(t) for some

t e [t\] whereas yK is not.

It is clear that in terms of coordinate notation, there exists an n for which

f°(xx.xn,0,...;y1,...,yn,0;...)

— f  (*i> •■■> xn, xn + x,... ;yx,.... yn, yn+1,.. .).
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The aim of this section is to prove this result for F analytic II on U x D* C

D   x D*.  RecalUng that the images of the one-parameter subgroups of D* are

dense in D* under the mapping which we will call \p, we deal first with the space

D* x tf/(¿>#).

Lemma 13.   A basis for D# can be chosen such that x ED* and y E \piD#)

can be written as x = irx, r2, . . .) and y = ir'x, r'2, . . .), respectively, where r¡

and r'¡ are all real numbers.

Proof.   For any t ED, t # e, [t]# is one dimensional and hence can be

identified with the reals R. Any x ED* can be expressed in terms of the func-

tions xx dual to the tKES.    O

It is not hard to see that on the hyperplane R • x R'. determined by r¡ = 0,

r'¡ = 0 for í + j, the topology induced by the compact-open topology is locaUy the

usual Euclidean topology. Thus if F is analytic II on D* x D*,FT is analytic I

and the restriction of FT to /?• x /?'. denoted FT,        , is analytic in the classical

sense.

Lemma 14.   Let D be as above, U a convex neighborhood ofOE G#, and

let F be analytic U on U x D*. Let T be a measurable subset of D* with 0 <

ju(7) < °° and FT as in Definition 10.  77ien in terms of the above remarks, for

each point (x, y)EU x \piD#), there exists a neighborhood N,x   s of ix, y) and

an integer n = nix, y) for which

FTirx,. . . , rn, 0,.. . ; r\,. . . , r'n, 0,. . . )

= FTirx,. . . , rn, rn+x, . . . ;rx.rn, rn+x, . . . )

as functions on N,x   % n \piD#).

Proof.  Without loss of generaUty the lemma is proved at (x, y) = (0, 0).

Since both D# and i//(D#) are topologized with the compact-open topology, there

exists an integer n and real numbers M and e > 0 such that if \r¡\ < e and \r'¡\ < e

for i = 1,... , n, then x = (rt,..., rn, rn + l,. . . ) belongs to U and by con-

tinuity of FT,

\FTirx,. .. , rn, rn+x,. .. ;rx,. . . , rn, rn+x,. . .)

-FTi0,...;0,...)\<M.

In particular rn+i and r'n+- can be allowed to range over all of R. Now consider

the multiply indexed family of analytic functions

FnT+<\rn+¡, r'n+j) = FTirx.rn+j, 0, ...;r\,... , r'n+j, 0, . . . )

- FTi0, ... ; 0, ... ),
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where /' > 0 and \r¡\ < e and \r'¡\ < e for i = 1,. . . , «.  By Liouville's theorem

each FJf& is a constant.  By virtue of the continuity of FT and the appropriate

telescoping series, the lemma follows.   D

Corollary 14.1.   The integer n = n(x, y) is independent of the point

(x,y).

Proof.  Let h = n(0, 0). Then by analytic continuation

FT(xx,. . . ;x',,. . . ) - FT(xx.x„, 0,. . . ;x',,-x'n, 0,. . . )

is identically zero [3, p. 6].   D

Corollary 14.2. 77zt? function FT can be regarded as a function on the

coset space D*/N(tx) Ci ■ • • d N(tn) x D*/I(tx) fl • • • n I(tn). (The elements

t¡ are those elements of D used in the direct sum representation (i) which further-

more determine the functionals x¡ used to calculate r¡ and r'¡, i— I,.. . ,n, in

Lemma 14.)

Proof.   The corollary follows from the denseness of \}i(D*) in D* and

from Corollary 14.1.   D

Converse for D.  Let tv .. . , tn be elements of D as in Corollary 14.2.

Let D*p = [r, ] * x • • • x [tn] *, where [t(] * = {x E D*: x(t¿) = 0, / ¥= i). De-

fine a function b: D* x D* —*R by b(x, y) = T,1=lr¡st where x = (rx,.. . ,

rn, 0, . . . ) and y = (sx, . . . , sn, sn +,,...) as in Lemma 14. The function b

determines a projection of D* onto D*. Now if £ is a compact subset of D*

and if F is analytic II on U x D*, then there exists an integer Mk for which

llF(x, y)\\2 < Mk for all x E U whose projection on the subspace D* lies in K.

Conversely, if U is a neighborhood of 0 in D* and xEU, there exists a compact

neighborhood Kx of zero in D* such that the projection of x on Dp lies in the

interior of Kx. These facts prove the following

Lemma 15. If U is a convex neighborhood ofOE D* and F is analytic II

on U x D*, then for every (x, y) E U x D*, there exists a neighborhood Ux of

x and 0 such that FE*(x, y) is analytic II on Ux x D*.

We now state and prove the converse of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let D be a discrete torsion-free Abelian group, U an open

convex neighborhood of 0 in D* and F an analytic II function on U x D*.

Then there exists a function f E SL2 (D) with UCUf and f°(x, y) = F(x, y)

(in the L2 sense) for x EU.

Proof.   As in the case for R", heuristically we write the equality
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fit) = ¡D»FEtix, y) dpiy) where dp(y) is the Haar measure on D*. Again the

burden of the proof is to show that this definition is independent of x E U.  It

suffices to show $D,FE*iQ,y) dpiy) = ¡D,FE*ix, y) dpiy). Choose Ux as in the

previous remarks.  Since D is discrete, D* is compact [4, p. 362, (23.17)]. By

setting T = D*, it foUows that (¿¿'(x, y))T is analytic I and due to the invariance

of the Haar measure is independent of y (for fixed x E Ux). As a result of the

homogeneity condition, the directional derivatives iFE*ix, y))T(    0. are identi-

caUy zero for all xx in D#, and thus because of the finite dimensional nature of

FE* we have the equality SD.FE*iO,y) dpiy) = SD,FE*ix, y) dpiy). This equal-

ity holds not only in the ¿2 sense but also in the pointwise sense for either of

the foUowing two reasons: (i) F E ¿2(D*) —> F ELliD*) or (ü) each point of

D has unit mass.

The other assertions of the theorem follow easily.   D

Converse for N. Since there exist no nontrivial linear functionals on N, the

expression ¡N*FE*ix, y) dpiy) is simply the inverse Fourier transform and is in-

dependent of x as x is identicaUy zero (CoroUary 2.1).

Glueing.  In this section the results for N, D and R" are "glued" together

to prove the converse direction for a locaUy compact AbeUan group G.

Lemma 16.   Let G be a group satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2, and

G# and G* its associated space of linear functionals and character group respec-

tively. Let U be a convex open neighborhood ofOEG* and Fix, y) an analytic

II function on U x G*.  Then there exists an fESL2iG) such that U C Uf and

/D(x, y) = Fix, y) in the L2 sense of Definition 7.

Proof.  Since there exists an integer n such that G « Rn © D, the integral

fG*FE*ix, y) dpiy) can be written fR„fDtFE*ix, y) dpDiyD) dpR(yR) where

dpDiyD) and dpRiyR) are the Haar measures on D* and /?", respectively, and

the element y EG* is identified with its direct sum expression y = yD + yR.

(These integrals are to be interpreted in an ¿2 sense and the steps are justified

by [6, pp. 130-132] and [4, p. 362, (23.18)].)

Once again it must be shown that the function / given by fit) =

SG,FE*ix, y)dpiy) is weU defined. By Theorem 3, the integral /D.F¿f(x, y)dpDiyD)

is independent of irDix) where itD is the projection of G# on D#. Now

once it is estabUshed that this latter integral determines an analytic II function

on TiRniU) x R", the lemma follows from Theorem 2.

However, analyticity II follows from the equaUty

¡¡J Sr"\Sd*H(Xi' y* "* *M ^D^d)
2

^r^r) = °>
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where xx E (Rn)* = R" and yx E (Rn)* = Ä", and tf is the error function of

Lemma 7 [15, p. 271].   D

Theorem 4. Let N be as in Corollary 2.1 and let G be a locally compact

Abelian group and G*, G* its associated space of linear functionals and character

group respectively. Let U be a convex open neighborhood ofOEG* and F(x, y)

an analytic II function on U x G*. Then there exists anfESL2(G) such that

UC Uf and fa(x, y) = F(x, y) in the L2 sense of Definition 7.

Proof.  Define ̂ 4(G*, N) to be the set of elements of G* given by {y E

G*: y(t) = 1 V/ E N}. Then from [4, p. 380, (24.11)], (G/N)* « A(G*, N) and

from [4, p. 365, (23.25)], N* « G*/A(G*, N). Hence by [6, pp. 130-132],

f  FEt(x,y)dp(y)=  f f FE^x, yy') dp(y') dp(y)

= ÍN*í(GjNyFEt(x' yy) dti(y,) d^-

Theorem 4 follows immediately from this expression using Lemma 17 and

the results for G = N.   D

We summarize our results below.

Theorem 5. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. IffESL2(G),

then its L2 Laplace transform fa is analytic II on the interior of Uf x G* and

A*,,y,)** ¿i = IGft> exP xWy' t)(xi& + l>i(0) dp(t)

where the equality is an L2 equality in the sense of Definition 7. Conversely, an

analytic II function F defined on U x G* with U a convex, open neighborhood

ofO E G*, can be written as the L2 Laplace transform of a function f E SL2 (G)

with UCUr

Appendix. It develops that we could have used a slightly different class of

functions in formulating our theorem. A function fE L2(G) is defined to be

MSL2(G) (Mackey [7] ) if the set S CG* for which fit) exp x(t) E L2(G) for

x G 5 has the following two properties:  (i) S is convex and (ii) if x E S, 3« > 1

with uxES.   It is immediate that fESL2(G)=>fE MSL2(G).

Lemma A.1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group.  Then the corre-

sponding theorems of the text hold for f E MSL2(G).

Proof.   For fE MSL2(G), let U^ be the corresponding subset of G*

such that /exp x E L2(G) for x E U^x. The main property of U^x needed to

prove the appropriate formulations of Theorems 1-5 of the text is that for all

x E {/[^) and for every quadrant Q( of Df © V, there exists an x,- E i/ryi for
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which xit) < Xjit) for every t E Q¡.  This property is obviously true.

The foUowing lemmas are also easüy verified.

Lemma A2. Let G = Rn ipr Z"), U be an open convex neighborhood of

0 E G#, and F be an analytic II function on U x G*. Then there exists a func-

tion fa which is analytic Ion U x G* and satisfies llF(x, y) -/D(x, y)W2 = 0

for x E U.

Lemma A3. Let U be a convex open set ofR.  Let Fix, y) be an analytic

function defined on the strip of the complex plane determined by U x R.  If

svPxGU^FiX' y)h = suPxet/CTßlF(ji:, y)\2 dy)'A is bounded, then F is analytic II.

Lemmas A.2 and A.3 assert the "essential equivalence" of the classical

Paley-Wiener theorem and the analytic II version.

In view of the above lemmas one might be led to conclude that if G is a

locaUy compact AbeUan group, and F is an analytic II function on U x G* (where

U is a convex open set of G#) that then there exists a function F analytic I on

U x G* or some "slightly smaUer domain" with llF(x, y) - Fix, y)\\2 = 0. This

conjecture is false, as the following example shows.

Example Al.   Let G = Qd, the group of additive rationals with the dis-

crete topology. Consider the function /: Qd —> R defined by

/TI/") = Un,

fix) = 0    for all other x.

Clearly fE SL2iQd) and in fact Uf = (-«>, °°) and

f°ix, y) = /„ fijyHy, t) dt = ZAtV'iy, r>.
Qd Qd

If {y, t) is of the form e""* for some r ER, it is not hard to see that /D(x, y) is

unbounded for aU x > 0. Now assume for the moment that F(x, y) is an analytic

1 function on U x Q* that satisfies HF(x, y) -/a(x, y)§2 = 0 for each x belong-

ing to some compact neighborhood K of 0. Then there exists a function f €

SL2iQd) such that fDi>, y) = F(x, y) (¿2 equality). By Plancherel's theorem,

we can conclude that llf - /ll2 = 0. However, this implies f = / pointwise, as

Qd carries the point measure.

Remark.  The above example shows that although R is dense in Q*¡, it has

measure zero. (/? is imbedded in Q% through the identification r ■*-*■ e1^, and Q%

is the Bohr compactification of this imbedded copy of /?.)

Example A2.   Let Qd and / be as before. Then / G 5¿2iQd), but / £

¿'(Öd).
One might conjecture now that if fE SL2 (~\LxiQd) and x E int(í¿), then
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/expx EL1(Qd). Intuitively speaking, the SL2 property governs the global

growth and the L1 property governs the local growth, so the conjecture might

seem plausible. Nevertheless, it proves false.

Example A3.  We define / in terms of its distribution and L2 norm. We

choose numbers 77(11) and N(n) and construct a function / E L2(Qd) as follows.

Let In be the half-open interval [n, n + 1), r](n) = E/J/(x) exp(« + 1)12, and

N(n) = //(support /|/ ) (p. is the point measure).

Set

rt(n) = l/(« exp((/i + l)/2))2    for « > 1,

r¡(ri) = 0   otherwise.

Define also

N(n) = [lln(n)]    foxn>\,

N(n) = 0   otherwise.

(We use [l/n(n)] to signify the integral part of l/n(«).)

Choose a set S(n) of A^w) points in /„ and define

fix) = n(n)VilN(n)Vl exP(« + 1)   for x E /„ n S(n), n = 1, 2, . .. ,

fix) = 0   otherwise.

We claim Uf D (-«>, 3/2].  It suffices to show that 3/2 E Uf, which follows

from

£ IAO exp st\2 = £ ¿2 \fit) exp st\2
Qd n   *n

V W      exp(n + l> \

^-f'^«>iexp(3(ii + l)/2)^

n  \

exp(w 4- 1)5       '

exp(3(« + 0/2)^

This last sum clearly converges for s = 3/2.

We can show additionally that f EL1 because

2- VW    L, exp(„ + d
<oo

(since r¡(n)N(rí) < 2).

However, for s > 1,/exp s &L1. We show that 2ßdl/(r) exp il diverges:

£ IAO exp f| = ¿2 ¿2 IAO exp t\
Qd n    I„

> Z (*«»))» ¡^¡y = i Z W»W"))Ä
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and since T¡(n)N(n) > 1, the sum diverges.
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